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SPIRIT LEVEL INCLINOMETERS

By Jim Gehring
In the February issue of the Toolshed, I part of the nineteenth century. The use of spirit

described various types of inclinometers that vials - so called because the earliest versions
used weighted pendulum-style indicators, contained wine or other "spirits" to prevent
commonly known freezing - for
as" g r a vi t y" =:::--:- __ ........• _.- sur v e y I n g
inclinometers to pur p 0 s e s
indicate the slope appears to date
of the surface on tot h e
which they rest. s eve n tee nth
Despite the century, and
con sid era b Ie Don Rosebrook
ingenuity that has identified at
went into the ,-------------------------------, Ie a s t two

Figure l. Three inclinometers using a semi-circular vial to measure angles.
design of many of B 0 s ton
these instruments, they all suffered from the manufacturers of spirit levels in the 1740s.
common failures of fragility and lack of Although superior to plumb squares in portability
portability. None of them were manufactured by and durability, the earliest versions of spirit vials
the major toolmaking companies of the last were too crude and inaccurate for inclinometers.
century and none - with the possible exception of There are two approaches to improving
Edward Helb's "combined level and grade the accuracy of a spirit level so that it can be used
finder", often referred to as the "railroad" level - as an inclinometer. The first is to make the vial
is commonly found today. itself more accurate. Early on, level makers

Gravity inclinometers are direct developed the technique of including a slight
descendants of the plumb line and plumb square, curvature in the vial to facilitate the centering of
and for leveling applications the spirit-level had the bubble when the stock is level, and from that
begun to supplant the plumb square by the early it was a short step to using a longer, semi-circular

vial on which the position of the bubble would
indicate the slope. Figure 1 shows three
variations on this approach. The wooden levels
on the left and right are marked "Reynolds Patent
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Search for New Jersey Tool Information
I recently received a note from a CRAFTS member searching for New Jersey tool information. I thought that this

search for information is exactly what the Toolshed is here for. I will include his search information here and hope our members
can assist. I hope that other members who are looking for tool information will also send in questions so that I may put them
here and let our knowledgeable members be of assistance.

I am looking for information on a corn husking pin
(sometimes called corn husking peg, corn sucking pin) made by
Heller of Newark, NJ. This corn husking pin is stamped
"HELLER" with their logo of a horse and rider. It is also
stamped "Made in USA." I am hoping someone can shed some
light on my Heller corn husking pin, as to what years it might
have been made, also what years did Heller use this horse and
rider logo? I sure would like someone else to also make a rub-
bing of this same logo and print it in the Toolshed. Any inforrna- _... _._- r- ,..... r-r"-'---~-"

___ ,.,. . __ ~._~~,....•"'.~.....~.<~,.,_.."'h ..•_.~ ...._ ....•__ .~•..•..•~.•...••. ..•_., . ./'/

tion can be sent to Robert Rauhauser. P.O. Box 324, Thomas-
ville, PA. 17364-0324 or send information to the Toolshed.
See address and ernail above.

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey

President JOE HAUCK. Lebanon
Vice President GREG WELSH, Califon
Secretary DON KAHN, Hackensack
Treasurer. JACK ~HELAN, Murray Hill

The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage in-
terest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study. preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heri-
tage

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July I through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer: John Whelan,
38 Colony Court, Murray Hill. NJ 07974 (write check pay-
able to Crafts of New Jersey).

CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
Highbridge. Take 1-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north
on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the High
Bridge exit. Turn right and go about half a mile to Dennis
Ave. Turn left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the
left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at around 10
A.M., meeting starts at I P.M.

The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New
Jersey. Editor: Bob Garay, 147 Dupont A ve, Hopatcong, NJ
078-B EMAIL -takeadip@optonline.net
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encour-
aged and may be sent to the Editor.

April 13 - CRAFTS tool auction, Flemington, N.J.
April 14 - CRAFTS meeting, Highbridge, N.J.

CRAFTS Website
http://craftsofnj.org

CRAFTS Calendar of Events

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
This issue brings us the second part of Jim Gehring's

Inclinometer series. When I asked Jim to help out with an article
I never expected such a grand piece of writing. His collection of
inclinometer levels is truly amazing. He has made my job of
editor quite easy with his fine photography and knowledgeable
writing. I hope we can count on Jim for future articles. This
issue your former editor, Hank Allen, decided to come out of
retirement to write a book review of Tom Elliot's revision of
Emil & Martyl Pollak's "A GUIDE TO THE MAKERS OF
AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES". I have read some other re-
views of this book but none have been as comprehensive or as
personal as Hank's. I enjoyed the personal touch Hank includes
in his fine review. And of course what would a Tool Shed be
without a Kean Kunin's? Herb again tackles the toughest ques-
tions of the tool universe without fear. Thanks to this issues
contributors.

This Tool Shed marks my one year anniversary as edi-
tor. I have learned much about putting together a newsletter and
using new software to make everything electronic. I have en-
joyed working with and learning from the many contributors and
thank them for their kind help. Probably more than anyone Herb
Kean has been my guide on the side, as he proofreads everything
and assists with format and potential changes. Of course he is
also the one who talked me into taking over this job, so I think
he kind of feels guilty and sorry for me. His Kean Kuuins arti-
cles are always upbeat stories that lighten up the last pages. I
have to also thank the Long Island collectors Ron Grabowski,
and Bill Herrnanek for opening their doors for a story about their
collections. [ hope to visit them again soon and put an article
together with their neighbor Ray Wisneski. Steve Johnson was
very kind to supply me with an article that exposed the hidden
mysteries of his Falconer Plow plane.

My summer vacations in New Hampshire are always
mixed with tool adventures and last year the Tool Shed enjoyed
the benefits of my visit to Dale Butterworth. He graciously al-
lowed me to spend more than one day with him explaining his
wealth of knowledge about the Maine logging industry. Other
contributors I must thank for lending a helping hand for making
this past year's Tool Shed successful include: Alex Farnham,
Pete Hathaway, Chuck Granick, Dave Englund, MarKay Zluky,
Leon Kashishian, Stu Shippey, and Hank Allen. I hope the com-
ing year allows me to meet as enjoyable a bunch of people as my
first year has.

, ....

Top is photo of Heller corn husking peg. Below are tracings and
rubbing from actual tool.
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PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

It seems that around a year ago or so I began
to hear the catchphrase that "tools were dead." Even
worse to me personally, was the comment, "wood
planes are dead." Well if tools are dead, words do not
exist to describe the condition of my stock portfolio,
which was heavily invested in the telecom industry.
So, on a relative basis my tools are doing just fine
thanks. In fact I've noticed that the planes I pursue on
e8ay are soaring as I lose out to other collectors of
New York and Philadelphia molders. Even Greenfield
wide molders bring strong prices. What gives?? Cer-
tainly more and more people are actually trying to use
these things and a wide molder in good shape, made by
a company that collectors sneer at, still has market ap-
peal to a user. Look at the success of Lie-Nielsen for
further evidence of the hand tool resurgence. Another
market driver that I picked up on years ago is that new
articles and publications tend to bring in new collectors
and also re-invigorate existing collectors, especially if
the stories make it into the general media. That effect
may be happening now as a result of the new edition of
American Wooden Planes, which Tom Elliott dis-
cussed at our February meeting. The book is considera-
bly larger and has much new information. I was pleas-
antly surprised to see some of my unattributed orphans
now in "the book". Even a 7 Y2 inch apple wood molder
signed S. Willcox, a plane I was sure was homemade,

turned out to have
been discovered
on several other
planes and was
now in print.
Clearl y the effect
goes across the
tool spectrum as

'.', -..,.,numerous books
continue to be
published about

~ levels, plumb
~ bobs and you

~. name it.
/lor _""'~

Finally the auction scene is picking up atten-
tion. The four page article in the December Maine An-
tique Digest covering one of the Donnelly auctions
was most impressive. I am sure that Martin will con-

tinue to aggressively promote tools. I expect in a few
years to hear complaints of how you can't buy any-
thing because prices are so high!' But, my advice is
find an area you enjoy collecting, become real knowl-
edgeable, so knowledgeable that when the slumps in
the market come, or the lull in a particular auction, you
are poised and prepare to jump on a bargain. An old
friend of mine called it the "killer instinct". At auctions
it happens all the time and our April annual auction
will be no exception, with bargains awaiting the sharp
eyed and the well schooled. I still believe that tool col-
lecting is a hobby and not an investment but there is no
reason not to try to get the best deal for your money.
Too often I have seen real steals because bidders get
psyched out by the rationale of "since so and so isn't
bidding there must be something wrong with it." The
moral is, do your homework. Look closely at all the
lots not just the ones you really want to own.

If at the end of the sale that prize you came for
eludes the reach of your financial resources perhaps
you can resort to making a copy of that precious rarity
from scratch. That is what our friend and fellow
Craftsman Herb Kean has done on more than one occa-
sion. His latest effort nearly did him in, the man took
on a rosewood ivory-tipped center wheel plow plane!

Herb's latest creation.

Folks, don't try this at home, at least not until you've
heard his talk on how he discovered and solved the
problems of making and using this beautiful enigma.
Herb will be discussing that adventure and several oth-
ers he had making contemporary "antique" tools at our
meeting the Sunday following our auction. I hope to
see many of you there.

Welcome new CRAFTS members. Earle &
Joan Post, Branchville, NJ ; Peter Sena, Easton, PA;
and Craig T. Spencer, North Plainfield, NJ.
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(Continued from page I)

(B irmingham)" and "Brown's Patent"
respectively, and appear to be English in origin.
The "Brown's Patent" has two separate curved vials,
one long and one short. In the middle of Figure 1 is
an example of the "Grado meter" manufactured by the
Adams Company of Dubuqe, lA, resting on its
original shipping tube.

Figure 2. Two examples of Happle's patent inclinometers.

The best known level to use this method was
the "Level, Plumb & Inclinometer" patented in 1904
by John Happle of Cleveland, NY and manufactured
by the Bradford Union Mfg. Co. of Bradford, PA, the
patent also included a mounting pole and indentations
in the top rail to allow it to be read from above.
Figure 2 shows two examples of this level. The
example on top is the typical configuration with
wooden inserts over an aluminum frame, in the less
common l2 inch size. The bottom example, with an
open aluminum web, is very rare and is the only
example I know of.

Figure 3. Two examples of Vandergrift's patent inclinometers.

Fig. 4. Two examples of Scoville's patent inclinometer.

Another approach was to use a round, flat
vial, so that the line formed by the upper surface of
the fluid could be read against the inclinometer
markings around the edge of the vial, such as the
"Improvement in Spirit-Levels" patented in 1866 by
Andrew J. Vandergrift of Cincinnati, OH. It was
manufactured by the Patent Level Co. of Bridgeport,
CT, in brass mantle clock and wood models, which
are shown in Figure 3. Both are uncommon.

In the level patented by Thaddeus Scoville of
Rochester, NY in 1859 and manufactured by the
James Terry Company, the scale was printed behind
the vial. The example on top in Figure 4 is the less
common 12 inch model, with a round vial. Longer
examples used an elliptical vial. The vials were
protected by a brass cover plate, missing in this
example. The lower level in Figure 4, manufactured
by the Toledo Indicating Level Co., of Toledo, OH,
used a dish-shaped vial with a glass cover, which is
dry in this case.

None of these attempts to use different shaped
vials to create a more accurate inclinometer was
particularly successful. However, at the end of the
century precision ground vials became available,
which made it possible for a traditionally shaped vial
to be marked with gradations to measure slope, and

(Coruinued 011 page 5)
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(Continued/rom page 4)

this method was widely used by machinist levels.
Figure 5 shows a top view of Starrett's No. 199
"Master Precision Level."

The second, and far more successful approach
to using spirit vials in an inclinometer, was to mount
an ordinary vial in a mechanism that would allow the
vial to be leveled when the stock was resting on a
slope. These devices can in turn be divided into those
in which the vial assembly is pivoted in the center,
and those in which it is hinged on one end.

Figure 6. Davis' patent iron level, plumb and inclinometer
displayed intricate tloral designs and small mantle clock models.

The products of Leonard L. Davis of Spring-
field, MA, are among the best known and most
widely collected of nineteenth century levels. Davis
received numerous patents, with the first being for the
distinctive rotating center mounted inclinometer
which was included in a variety of different levels.
Figure 6 shows the well known cast iron web, in the
scarce "tall form", which was manufactured only for a
year in 1868-69, with all four types of Davis's six
inch mantle clock: from left, the original L.L. Davis
design, a version with the detent screws through the
base, the first Davis Level & Tool Co. model, and the
final is a variation without the top locking screw. The
use of the term "inclinometer" as a separate device
mounted within a level, rather than the instrument
itself, is based on Davis' design.

Figure 7. The mantle design was copied by many manufactur-

Davis' mantle clock design was particularly
well suited for inclinometers designed to precisely
level machinery, and was copied by many tool manu-
facturers for machinist levels. Figure 7 shows a nurn-

ber of examples. The top example mounted on the
stock was manufactured by Dornacker & Schaefer
Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee, WS, a company about which
I have been unable to find any information. In front
of it, from left to right, are a level with a sheet metal
base manufactured by the Universal Manufacturing
Co. of New York, Stephen Bellows' patent of 1884
which was manufactured by Standard Tool Co. and
provided for the level vial to be removed and a rule
inserted in the same space, an unmarked mantle clock
level with gold trim which I believe to have been
manufactured, as I've seen more than one of them,
and the versions of the mantle clock manufactured by
Goodell Pratt and Union Tool Co. of Orange, MA.

Figure 8. Left is Clifford's patent inclinometer and on right
is unmarked level.

Two variations of the mantle clock style level
using a vial "casket" that pivots in the middle are
shown in Figure 8. The level on the left was the sub-
ject of two patents granted to Patrick Clifford, of
Holyoke, MA, in 1867, using a pointer and dial to
mark the angle and a toothed wheel to lock the vial in
place. It is found mounted on a cast iron stock of sev-
eral different lengths, all of which are uncommon.
The level on the right
is unmarked and may
be user made; note
the small hand that
serves as a pointer
which probably
would not have been
included in a produc-
tion model.

The use of a
rotating inclinometer
mechanism in a stock
carpenter's level was .-- -,
less common. How- Figure 9. Top is Chapin-Stephens
ever, Figure 9 shows level and bottom is one by Henry
two examples: on Disston & Sons.
top, the box wood L- ----.J

(Continued on page 6)
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(Continuedfrom page 5)

inclinometer manufactured by Chapin-Stephens,
which is very commonly found. and on the bottom an
inclinometer manufactured by Henry Disston and
Sons, which is quite rare.

The pinnacle of development of the rotating
vial mechanism was the "Clinometer" patented in
1906 by Bernard Kern of Toledo. OH. It has the fa-
miliar mantle clock shape (although in a large wooden
rather than smaller cast iron stock), with the vial as-

sembly located
behind a glass
window and
equipped with a
fine adjustment
and locking
mechanism. A
closeup of the vial

,....--------------, mechanism is in
Figure 10. Kern's patent "Clinometer".

L- --' Figure 10.
Which brings us to the simplest and most

commonly used mechanism of all - the hinged vial
inclinometer, in which the spirit vial is mounted on an
assembly hinged on one end. so that the free end indi-
cates the slope of the surface on which the level stock
is resting when the vial itself is leveled. Devices of
this type were used extensively in surveying and re-
lated fields. Figure II shows several examples. The
instrument at the front left is "Rich' d Patten & Son,
Baltimore," which dates it to 18-l9-1860, when Patten

was listed as a maker of mathematical instruments in
Baltimore. The large instrument behind it is un-
signed, but is of the type commonly known as an ar-
tillery level and probably dates to the same period.
The one in the rear with the wooden base is by John
A. Rabone & Sons, the Birmingham rulernaker, and
the one in front of it appears also to be English in ori-
gill.

The "Spirit Level" patented in 1887 by
Charles B. Long of Worcester, MA, and manufac-
tured by R.J. Sandford also featured a hinged adjust-

able vial, which according to a hardware catalog al-
lowed it to be "quickly and accurately adjusted to any
degree or angle." However, possibly because the ba-
sic principal had already been used in surveyors in-
struments for several years, the patent covered only
the rotating vial
protector. In ad-
dition, it lacked a
scale for reading
the angle, which
is necessary for a
true inclinometer.
An example is
shown in Figure r--------------,
12, mounted on Figure 12. Long's patent hinged ad-
what appears to justable vial inclinometer.
be the original
stock.

The level patented in 1854 by Lebbeus
Brooks (spelled "Lebbius" in the patent) of Great
Falls, NH, applied the same principal to a carpenter's
level, but used a bar extending from the rotating vial
assembly through the level stock to an indicator on
the end for greater accuracy. Brooks originally manu-
factured and sold the levels himself, but he died at the
age of 28 and his estate sold the patent to Stanley,
which marketed it as the Stanley No. 26 "Brooks Uni-
versal Plumb and Level," which is one of the rarest
Stanley levels. Figure 13 shows both an end view and
the rotating assembly.

Figure 13. 1854 patent of Lebbeus Brooks used by Stanley.

The idea of mounting a hinged vial assembly
inside a level stock appears to have been developed
by one P. Hodge of Warsaw, NY, who apparently
never patented it. Frederick Traut, however, did pat-
ent it (his only level patent), and it was sold by
Stanley as a number 32 level from 1863 to 1897. Fig-
ure 14 shows both a Hodge level (on the bottom), and
a Stanley No. 32. This example has the eagle trade-
mark indicating an early model, but the distinctive
green instruction card behind the vial is a reproduc-
tion (compliments of Don Rosebrook).

The basic concept of the hinged vial assembly
was subsequently incorporated by several toolmakers.

(Continued 011 page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

Figure 15 shows
three common
variations: a sheet
metal level
(bottom) manufac-
tured by the Acme
Level Co. of
Toledo, OH, which
used the same basic
mechanism as the
Stanley 32, (and
also used a copper
wash and decora-

r-----------------, ti ve cutouts in a
Figure 14. Bottom is Hodge's pat- futile attempt to
ent and top is Stanley No. 32. disguise their basic

ugliness); the Star-
rett l33a (middle) which, like the Brooks patent, used
a long bar on which the vial assembly was mounted
for greater accuracy; and Stephen Bellows' patent of
1887 (top) which was manufactured by Standard Tool
Co. and used a sliding plate on the end of the level
stock to measure the angle.

Figure 15. Bottomis Acme Level Co. moveablevial
model.Middle is Starrett 133aand top is Bellows' patent

The Bellow's patent bridges into the last ma-
jor variation on the hinged vial mechanism - the fold-
ing rule-inclinometer in which the level vial is
mounted in one of the legs of a folding rule so that
when the upper leg is leveled the angle between the
legs gives the slope on which the lower leg is resting.
These instruments appear to have originated in Eng-
land as a gentleman's surveying device, and are fre-
quently equipped with sights and compass. The angle
is read from a scale engraved on the hinge. The four
instruments on the left in Figure 16 are by W.F.
Stanley of London, Abraham & Co. of Liverpool (in
solid ivory), J. Casartelli of Manchester, and Keuffel
& Esser of New York. In the United States, Lorenzo
Stephens improved the design by adding a scale that

folded into the bottom leg and could be extended to
determine the angle with greater accuracy. His de-
sign, patented in 1858, was marketed for many years
by L.c. Stephens & Co., then by Chapin-Stephens
and finally by Stanley. On the righthand portion of
Figure 16 (left to right) are the No. 036 sold by Cha-
pin-Stephens, and the boxwood No. 36, ivory No. 38,
and ebony No. 40 as sold by L'C. Stephens. The ivory
model is uncommon, and the ebony model is rare.

Finally, mention should be made of a number
of specialized inclinometers which used variations of
the hinged vial or pivoting vial mechanisms. Figure
17 shows two examples of inclinometers designed to
be mounted on a rule, both from Ohio: the example
on the left was manufactured by the Butler-Taylor Co.
of Ravenna, OH, and on the right is "Ridgely's Plumb
and Level No.2" manufactured by the Ridgely Trim-
mer Co. of Springfield, OH.

Figure 17. Inclinometers designed to be mounted on a rule.

Figure 18 shows three examples of incli-
nometers designed specifically for the layout of roof
rafters: To the left is an uncommon example of the
"Plumb Level" patented in 1912 by Robert Brooks of
Beaukiss, TX, in which the pivoting plate is placed
against the underside of the rafter and the stock lev-
eled (and which was also equipped with a pencil
holder to use as a marking gauge). Behind it is the
"Square and Level" patented by Emanuel Oehrle of
Omaha, NE, which was designed to be clamped to a
framing square, and on top of the Oehrle is the famil-
iar "Rafter and Polygon Bevel," patented in 1907 by
Albert Calhoon of Victor, MO.

(Continued on page 8)
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Figure 18. Inclinometers designed for layout of roof rafters.

Figure 19 shows four examples of inclinome-
ters combined with bevels or protractors. On the left
is a "Plumb, Level and Square" 1917 by Joseph
Gagnon and Hawthorne, Jr., of Philadelphia and
Chester, PA. It is marked simply "Model," and may
have been manufactured by the Model Tool & Gauge
Co. of Bridgeport, CT. Next to it is a rosewood ex-
ample of the combined bevel and inclinometer pat-
ented in 1868 by W. T. Fisher of Lenoir's, TN, and
manufacturered by H. Disston and Sons, followed by
Laroy Starrett's "Inclinometer No. 10," and finally
G.L. Chamberlin's "combined square and levels,"
which was patented in 1867 and marketed by
Winfield S. Batchelder of Pittsburgh, PA, who

Figure 20. Two hinged vial inclinometers for plumbing.

stamped it with his name, but not Chamberlin's.
And finally, Figure 20 shows two hinged vial

inclinometers designed specifically for plumbing and
drainage work. Behind is the "True Pitch Level" sold
by Dreier Bros. Of Chicago, IL, which was advertised
as "designed for the pipe trades." It features a very
precise adjusting mechanism, but strangely does not
have a shafting groove along the lower rail. In front
is an English example, marked the "Wallas Patent
Indicating Gradient Block Fitted With Clinometer
Adjustment" which does have a shallow shafting
groove.

While spirit-vial inclinometers may be more
common than the gravity mechanisms, hopefully this
brief survey has demonstrated that the variety and
ingenuity of their design makes them worthy of the
attention of anyone who is interested in measuring
tools and instruments.

I Figure 19. Inclinometers combined with bevels or protractors I

EAIA TOOLS & TRADES SAMPLER WORKSHOPS

For a special learning adventure this summer, come join the Early American Industries Association
TRADES & THEIR TOOLS WORKSHOP SAMPLER 2002 at Eastfield Village, NY from MONDAY, JULY
29 through FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 2002.

There is a big difference between knowing how things are done and knowing how to do things. While you
obviously cannot master a trade in one day, these workshops emphasize a hands-on approach in which you take up
the tools and materials to produce something during the course of the workshop, most often something to take home.
The schedule of workshops includes tinsmithing, splint basket making, blacksmithing, stone cutting, letterpress
printing, slate roofing, cabinetmaking, historic paneling and wooden moldings. All instructors are both masters of
their trades and experienced in conducting workshops

For an application or questions, phone Elton Hall at (508) 993-9578 or e-rnail EAIA@fastdial.net.
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A GUIDE TO THE MAKERS OF
AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES

4TH EDITION

By Emil & Martyl Pollak, Revised by Thomas Elliott
2001, Softcover 480 Pages, $39.95
Astragal Press (astragalpress.com)

The Guide to the Makers of American
Wooden Planes (GA WP) is the bible of wooden plane
collectors. We've had many new tool books recently,
thanks to the dedication of our friends who had be-
come experts on their subject and spent endless time
researching and producing their
books. Here's another! As a
collector, I want to thank Tom
Elliott for this wonderful revi-
sion.

I've known Tom since I
started collecting 14 years ago.
When he's at sales or auctions,
he's sought out to answer ques-
tions about wooden planes and
planemakers. He examines
every plane he can find at these
sites and records information
and imprints; he doesn't miss
anything. I remember finding
him a few years ago at a quiet
spot during a Brown Auction
making notes in his Third Edi-
tion. Practically every page was
covered with his annotations and
insertions, all in red and with
hardly a space left to write more. It was clear to me
then that he should be the one to take on the 4th Edi-
tion. I wonder if he knew then that he would?

Tom grew up with his father's collection of
wooden planes, which was inspired by Eric Sloane's
A Museum of Early American Tools. Many of them
were from rural Pennsylvania with those strange-
sounding names on them. Tom has built on that col-
lection, disposing of planes with little meaning to him
and adding many more that have special meaning.
"Special" now means eighteenth-century planes and
planes from the nearby-Connecticut area. It's an ex-
traordinary collection. Under the category of "eat-
your-heart-out," Tom has his entire collection ar-
ranged alphabetically on shelves in his office, all
within easy reach.

That office is in an eighteenth-century re-
stored farmhouse that sets on 85 rural acres in West-

brook, Connecticut, between Madison and Old Say-
brook. Tom is sole proprietor of a one-man architec-
tural firm. When I asked him about his most interest-
ing work he replied instantly, "the farmhouse." His
wife, Gloria, an artist, potter, and illustrator of chil-
drens' books, has her own studio in the house. Their
son, Jeff, is an architect in West Hartford. Their
daughter, Kristin, works at a handicapped riding sta-
ble as barn manager and helps with the family hobby
of breeding horses. They have seven at this time.
Tom is active with the Westbrook Planning Commis-
sion and local land-use issues, and is now working to
preserve 1,000 acres of open space.

Westbrook is only a few miles from Winthrop
and Saybrook where the Denisons made planes from

1832-84. One of Tom's goals is to
have a plane with every imprint
ever used by the Denisons, which
he plans to donate to the Westbrook
Historical Society as a permanent
collection. Tom has published his
research on the planemakers of this
area, the planemakers of New Lon-
don County, and on G. Davenport.
That research is presented, some
jointly with Michael Humphrey, in
several issues of the Catalog of
American Wooden Planes (CA WP).
More recently his article, "Three
Generations of Hovey Craftsmen"
appeared in the September 2000
Chronicle.

Tom has always been inter-
ested in initials on wooden planes,
and that interest produced another
article with Michael in CA WP and

the inclusion in the 4th Edition of many imprints of
initials used by planemakers. One set of initials, BW,
was branded in the side of an eighteenth-century
plane found as a shim under a beam in his farmhouse
during restoration. The initials are believed to be
those of Benjamin Wright, 1675 - 1751, who con-
structed the original building in 1735.

The 4th Edition has over 4,000 entries, over
5,000 imprints, over 2,700 wedge imprints, and al-
most 2,800 ratings of rarity, all at least double what
was in the Third Edition and without needing a
thicker book. This was accomplished by using dou-
ble-column, 8 W' x II" pages and Tom's fine hand at
arranging text, imprints, and wedge profiles to opti-
mize space. The "Types of Planes" section in the
prior edition was merged into the "Glossary" without

(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

loss. The 24-page state and city appendix was
dropped to save space, probably not an easy decision.
Some had found it useful and wished it had been con-
tinued. Anyone who collects the planes of one state,
or a few states, will miss it. And, the cover by Don
Kahn is dynamite!

That plane collectors have always been will-
ing to share collections and information is evidenced
by their contributions to Plane Talk, prior editions of
GA WP, and CAWP. More than 400 individuals have
made contributions over the years and Tom has ac-
knowledged them. Tom didn't start with the Third
Edition and work forward, he went back to the Pol-
laks' original research papers and even their collec-
tion. He sought out all other available information
and received generous support. For example, Chuck
Prine had significant information on planemakers that
never got into his book Planemakers of Western
Pennsylvania and Environs and he made all of that
available. The Rhode Island guys at www.netris.org/
RIToolmakers made all of their research available.
That's just two examples; there were others. Tom
traveled to examine collections. He spent three days
with Bob Jones to find over 400 new entries and im-
prints and two days with Bill Curtis to come up with
over 250 wedge outlines. And, several other collec-
tions were examined. Arrangements were made with
collectors to bring planes to tool gatherings for exami-
nation, much as Ted Ingraham did with his Nichol-
son/Chelor study. This was a rich source of new in-
formation for which Tom is extremely appreciative.

The star system of rarity was retained, with
the addition of a new unrated designation "UR."
There are myriad new judgements about rarity, which
I experienced first hand with respect to my planes.
With each new edition I check my planes to update
imprints and stars on my database. This time there
were changes to 46% of my planes: 39% with more
stars and 7% with fewer. One hates to lose stars, but
I agreed with everyone that I did lose. If you read
auction lists regularly it would be hard to argue, for
example, that L. Gardner, L. Kennedy, I. Lindenber-
ger (w/o Providence), or W. Raymond (small mark)
really deserved their one star. Certainly Jo Fuller
wouldn't have stars either if he had used a single im-
print! Changes in ratings don't come solely from ob-
servations of the marketplace, but also from visiting
collections and talking with collectors about their
planes. For example, one collector told Tom that
when he bought a certainplane it was with a chest of
28 others with the same imprint. That rules out five
stars even if only one example had come to market
over a long time. I'm comfortable that Tom has good
reasons for his ratings, and I'm sure he listened to the

opinions of his expert readers. On the other hand, if
we all agreed with every rating we'd have nothing to
talk about.

Earlier editions have included lots of hard-
ware dealers, and Tom has added many others that are
supported by imprints. Some folks are anti-
hardware. "Bunch of clutter," claims one. "The book
would be smaller," says another. I'm OK with the
additions because, .after all, this is a reference book.
Also, since I don't collect planes with dealer imprints,
I'm happy to be able to identify an unknown imprint
as a dealer.

Another comment is that there are too many
entries for imprints with only one or two examples
known. They might have been placed on the
"maybe" list in earlier editions, but that was dropped
in the Third Edition. The clutter and space argu-
ments are used here too. However, I showed Tom
around 40 planes in my collection with unrecorded
imprints. After looking them over he accepted some
and rejected others. Inclusion is, therefore, not auto-
matic just because an imprint exists, but retlects
Tom's judgement that a plane has the "feel" of a le-
gitimate maker. If no one ever finds another plane by
one of these makers, there's no harm done. But if
other examples turn up because they were included,
then that's progress that might otherwise not have
been made.

I wondered whether Tom's special interest in
eighteenth-century planes and nearby-Connecticut
planes might have biased his overall perspective. Out
of curiosity I selected 90 entries from the Third Edi-
tion and compared the old information to the new.
Here's what I found. Among the 90, 13 previously
unidentified entries now have names attached to them,
new information appears for 27 entries, new imprints
are reported for 24 entries (several imprints for some
of them), and 37 ratings were changed (about the
same proportion that I found in my collection). It ap-
pears that this has been a comprehensive revision.

Finally, Tom considers the study of American
planes to be a work in progress. He would appreciate
receiving any comments and any new information
from readers of the Tool Shed. In fact, that's already
started. Tom discussed his book at the February
CRAFTS meeting and was surprised at the number of
planes that members brought for him to examine.
One guy brought around 50, and even the world's
greatest Stanley collector brought a Pennsylvania
crown molder. Tom can be contacted at 274 Chitten-
den Hill Road, Westbrook, CT 06498.

Hank Allen
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OPPOSITES ATTRACT

Did you ever take a good look at mar-
ried couples? I don't mean only how they look
physically, but how they react to things in life.
Maybe it's me, but I feel that opposites not only
attract, but get along better than those couples
that are almost alike. I suppose I'm biased by
the only real data that I have, which is Doris
and 1. We are as different as night and day, but
get along fine (as long as I do as she says). I
think that nature has this phenomenon also, as
shown by the classic magnet experiment. So
what does this have to do with tools? Enough
to draw an inference to a few puzzles that I've
seen for years.

FIRST: Did you ever notice that the
handles on bow saws are rarely alike? Did you
think that you were getting a replacement on
one of the handles? Take a look at Fig.I. One
handle is considerably smaller than the other.
And it is not a replacement. The design, manu-
facture, wood, patina and wear all show simi-
larities between the two handles. However,
some of the later and/or larger bow saws have
handles exactly alike. They were used for large
radius turnings and cutoffs. The "opposites", or

I Figure 1 I

different size handles, are more prevalent on the
smaller saws used as scroll saws. What's the
meaning of this "phenomenon"?

Here's a good guess: If you have ever
used a bow saw for tight turns, you most likely
used it in an up-and-down motion. It's easier to
maneuver, and easier to see where you are go-
ing. In this case the bottom power-hand grips
the handle fully, while the top hand guides the
handle with more of a finger grip. The smaller
handle is easier to control this way. If this is
true, then the teeth of the blade should point
down for the downward pull stroke. They do on
this saw. They might not on a saw that is not
used for scroll work, such as one used for large
turns or cut-offs. Or the restorer may have put
the blade in backwards when he cleaned it up
for his collection.

I Figure 2 I

And now for the SECOND case: This
one is a little more subtle and I doubt that many
people give it much thought. Look at Fig.2. The
top handle is a cylinder, while the bottom han-
dle is sculptured. Once again-- a replacement? I
think not, for the same reasons given above. If
you own some of these wooden parallel clamps,
check them out (not the more modern ones with
metal screw-shafts). I have a few dozen, and
almost all have different top handles versus the
bottom ones. And the clincher is that the scul P:
tured handle is always on the bottom (if the
clamp is all original)!

The answer to this one is even a bigger
guess, but here goes: Tightening the clamp re-

(Continued 011 page 12)
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(Kean Kunin's continued)

quires a better grip than merely setting it in paral-
lel. The bottom screw-shaft, which is closest to the
work. has less leverage to the jaws, requiring more
torque and a firmer grip. Sculpturing yields a better
grip than a pure cylinder. Then why not sculpture
both? Another guess: The two screw-shafts are dif-
ferent in their design, and this could show the per-
son who assembled the clamp which is which. And
of course we can't overlook cost as a reason. They
were very cost conscious for production pieces. A
cylinder is slightly cheaper than a sculptured turn-
mg.

If you look in your old maker catalogs, you
will find the smaller bow saws, particularly the
early ones with toggle sticks. have one long and
one short handle. Also, the carpenter parallel
clamps with wooden screw-shafts have one handle
cylindrical and the other one sculptured. Proof
enough for me that they realized, even then, that
opposites attract.

So there you have it. Two more puzzles
"sol ved". Send in your answers if you disagree.
However. if they make me look foolish, don't
bother.

CRAFTS AUCTION SPARKLERS

Rare Fenced Compass Lignum
Vilae Oouhk Chamfer Plane
(Ship Hawk) with stop.
Suunped G.L.Slorer.

Horse Collar Measure-same as
Osborne - L'v1. Evercu Pal.
June 17.1873.

Union Hill Antique Tools
:ll Collectible Tools for the Connoisseur at:

.I\.{~.. --<:~.-~--r
~~~ j Plus:

· Free tool collector s darnbase
· hueresung lOO: articles
· Type studie-s
· and more! Steve .Ioh nson

-.:')21 2·-+3rd Ave. NI::
Redmond, WA 9B033

tooltirnercrrnsn.c'orn
·125·HnK-1532 (voice and fax)

http://www.tooltimer.com
Your Sansfacnon Guaranteed!

2002 COMING TOOL EVENTS

April 5&6- 20th International Antique Tool Auction and
Dealer Sale. Brown Auction Services. Radisson
Inn, Camp Hill, PA. Clarence Blanchard, (800)
248-8114

April 13- Crafts Tool Auction. Elks Club, Rt. 31 Fleming-
ton. N.J. Contact Greg Welsh (908) 439-3266

April I.+-CRAFTS meeting Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ

April 20 - Phil Whitby Auction Indianapolis, Ind.

April 26 & Tl- Live Free or Die dealer sale & auctions,
Holiday Inn, Everett Turnpike, Nashua, N.H.

May 5 - Joint EAIA. CAMA. ATTIC NETCA &
MWTCA Spring Meeting in Kent. Connecticut.

May 11- Spicer-Steere Tool Auction. North Kingston. R.I.
('+0 I )88.+-50.+9

May 15-18 - EAIA annual meeting. Rochester. NY. Including
Live Free or Die antique tool auction Friday.

June 2 - CRAFTS meeting Masonic Lodge, Highbridge, N.J.

June 2- Fine Tool Journal auction sale.

BUY, SWAP & SELL

W AI TED: Research information on set of 21 rules described
in Feb. 1994 Tool Shed and in the Crafts Treasury. Originally
sold some years ago by Max Richardson. Send reply to Ste-
ven Walton, 1308 E. Bywater Lane. Fox Point, WI. 53217

W ANTED: Antique dental and medical instruments. Prompt
payment in American dollars. Bill McDougal, .+020 Grande
Dr. NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Phone 505-344-9272

W ANTED: I 3/4" wide Moulsen Bros. bench plane iron. Ray
Wisneski, 631-'+99-71 15

W ANTED: Planes marked 1. Strode or G. Strode and any
information about these makers.
Max Stebelton, 5990 Hamburg Road
Amanda, Ohio 43102 {740) 969-2613

W ANTED: Stanley # I plane body, will trade or buy. Contact
Joseph Janiszewski, (609)397-0276

Selling tools:
Selling all of my hundreds of tools as one lot.
Contact: Arthur F. Gatti, (973) 374-0554
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